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SWW Meeting Place Changing
After 30 years SWW is changing our
meeting space. The need to change has
come about due to changes in policy at
New Life, and to be frank we need a
larger space! More information and
pictures are located on page 20.

Make a note!
All membership meetings will now be at
the Albuquerque Center for Spiritual Living on the northwest corner of Louisiana
and Claremont—2 blocks north of
Menaul.
***

SouthWest Sage Anthology
You’ve heard about it at the meetings, you know that this is where you
can find great writings from your
friends and fellow members, and now
it is

PUBLISHED!
Page 11 for details
Remember, books make great
Holiday Gifts!
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The President’s Corner

by Sarah H. Baker

Thank you to all who participated in the October conference, “Secrets to Getting
Published.” We had a fantastic turnout, and I had a blast talking about getting fiction published. Thank you so much, Rob Spiegel, for covering everything else!
I’m now determined to get some creative nonfiction out there.
I’d like to talk about forming critique groups. The subject is on my mind because
I’m part of an amazing critique group of nine people. (I really don’t suggest having nine people in a
group, but we’ve been fortunate.) The interesting thing to me is what happens when you form a critique
group. Where else—except maybe in group therapy—would a bunch of strangers come together and share
their deepest, darkest secrets? As we all know, no matter what you’re writing, you need details based on
your own experiences to draw in your readers. Of course, I’m not suggesting you only write what you’ve
done, but the emotions and character reactions must be real.
Critique groups are tricky things. A good critique group is invaluable, and a bad one can kill writing careers. So, how do you form a good critique group? I don’t believe you all need to be writing the same thing
(i.e., the same genre fiction), but you do all need to respect each other’s writing. You need to be open and
up-front. If some of your members write mystery and others don’t, discuss what reader expectations are for
mystery so critiques will be helpful.
Our group spent several meetings discussing how to critique, and created from those discussions our living
“rules.” After the first few months, we reviewed that document and discussed the purpose. We all get more
comfortable with the process as we go.
I believe one of the hardest things to do in a critique group is remove a member who becomes a negative
influence. Fortunately, we haven’t had this situation in our group, but I’ve talked to others who have.
Someone who criticizes everyone’s work instead of critiquing it (or doesn’t understand the difference), can
kill the desire to write. That is absolutely the worst outcome imaginable.
Before a critique group gets down to work, members must openly discuss how they’re going to handle the
worst-case scenarios, and they must agree that they’ll remain open to discussing changes in processes as
they go. Confrontation isn’t easy, but it is sometimes necessary in order to keep a group moving forward.
If you’re unsure how best to proceed, talk to others in critique groups and find out what they do. You can
find them at SouthWest Writer meetings. There is nothing better than getting honest, constructive feedback
from fellow writers.
Changing topics: don’t forget, we’re meeting in a new location starting this month. Although I will miss
the first Saturday, I’m exciting about meeting at the Albuquerque Center for Spiritual Living. The leadership has been very welcoming and easy to work with. And I look forward to seeing you all there!
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NOVEMBER 3RD
Workshop
Meeting Speaker
12:30pm after the meeting

10AM TO NOON

Benjamin Radford
Laura Mixon
THE CARE AND FEEDING OF
YOUR BEAST:
A WRITER’S WILDERNESS
GUIDE
“The writer’s journey is a lifelong process of winnowing through ever deeper layers of subjectivity.”
—Patrick Nielsen Hayden, Associate Publisher &
Editor-in-Chief, Tor Books

Over and over throughout our careers, professional
writers discover how idiosyncratic the writing process can be. It can be maddening, even downright
scary, to discover just how challenging it is to reliably produce entertaining works. Why the heck is
that??
Well… it so happens that I have a theory about
that…
In my talk, I bring more than thirty years of experience as a writing professional to talk about the nature of story, why we read, and how stories do their
work for us as readers. I’ve found it helpful to view
our own lived experiences as tale-spinners and
through multiple lenses, including lessons learned
by other disciplines. What does research in education, sociology, neurology, and psychology have to
reveal to us about storytelling, human communication, and how we learn? I use these different perspectives to share with writers some ways I’ve
found to boost my own effectiveness as a writer,
and to make the writing process flow more easily.
Come to my lecture and learn more!

Fueling Fantastic
Fiction
with Folklore
Join folklorist, editor, and author Benjamin Radford as
he explains how to tell powerful, compelling stories by
incorporating folklore into fiction, creative nonfiction,
memoir, and poetry. Many popular authors, including
Neil Gaiman, Anne Rice, and J.K. Rowling, add richness to their writing by imbuing their stories with folklore. If you’re a writer you’re probably using folklore in
some way but may not recognize it—so learn how to
harness the power of myth to fuel your creativity and
writing!




Recognizing hidden aspects of folklore all around
you
Understanding why and how folklore creates memorable stories
How to analyze folkloric themes in books and films



How headlines can inspire folklore-related writing
ideas



Avoiding perils and pitfalls when using folklore



Plus urban legends, zombies, chupacabras, mermaids, fairies, and more!

Benjamin Radford is an awar d-winning author of
eleven books, including Tracking the Chupacabra: The
Vampire Beast in Fact, Fiction, and Folklore and Mysterious New Mexico: Miracles, Magic, and Monsters in
the Land of Enchantment (both from UNM Press). He
holds a bachelors degree in psychology and a masters in
education. He is a longtime member of the American
Folklore Society and the International Society for Contemporary Legend Research, and has presented at international conferences. More information on Ben and his
work is available at www.BenjaminRadford.com or on
Wikipedia.
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T U E S D AY N O V. 2 0
7-9PM MEETING

December Sage Writing Challenge
The Terrible, Horrible, No-Good, Very Bad Day!

P E R M I S S I O N TO
WRITE
P AT R I C I A S M I T H W O O D

Ever have one of those days when absolutely everything practically from the time you got out of bed
went wrong? Tell us about it!

*****
We welcome submissions focusing on all aspects of
researching, writing, and publishing in any genre. See
past issues of SouthWest Sage for the types of articles
we publish.
You have four ways of possibly being included:
 Write an article for the Sage related to the craft of
writing, getting published, etc.
 Enter stories, poems, or articles inspired by the
monthly writing challenges announced in each
Sage.
 Send in a short story/poem/essay of your own - on
any topic. (inclusion in the Sage is subject to the
discretion of the editor)
 Enter artwork/photographs related to writing in general or accompanying your stories.
Payment is in bylines and clips. Deadline is the 15th
of the month prior to the next issue. Article lengths
from 300-1000 words. Submissions may be edited
for accuracy, readability and length.
Please send all submissions as either standard text in
an email or in a Word document with Times New Roman or Calibri font in 12pt. size. Do not get fancy
with formatting or fonts—the more difficult it is for
me to set it into the newsletter, the less likely I am to
print it.
Send questions or submissions to Rose Kern, SouthWest Sage Editor, swwsageswcp.com.

Who, exactly, does a person approach to get permission to become a writer? A teacher in school?
A parent? A guidance counselor? Or none of the
above?

If you are someone who always knew you would
be a writer, set about making plans to achieve it,
and became a New Y ork Times best-selling author
before the age of 30, you probably would only
laugh during this presentation. But if you ever had
doubts about calling yourself a writer, or even now
sometimes think of yourself as an imposter, join us
for this presentation.
Hear the story of how one woman finally claimed
the title of writer, found her “tribe” and launched
an unbelievably late-blooming writing career.
Patricia Smith Wood’s father , fir st as a Fort Wor th
police sergeant, and later as a career FBI agent, sparked
Pat’s interest in law, solving crime, and reading and
writing mysteries. Her first book, The Easter Egg Murder, published in 2013, was a finalist in the 2013 NM/
AZ Book Awards. It was followed by her second in the
series, Murder on Sagebrush Lane in 2015. Murder on
Frequency debuted in late 2016 and won the 2017 NM/
AZ Best Cozy Mystery award. Her current work in progress is Murder at the Petroglyphs, scheduled for 2019.

See more information on the SWW Website.
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Write It!
By Elaine Montague

“The story within cries to come out.”
“Everyone has a story waiting to be told.”
“No one knows your story like you do! Release it to
enrich the world.”
“You think no one is interested in your life? How
wrong you are.”
I dared think these claims might be true. A story
emerged from a photo album.
Snapshots dated 1907 show six slim men in their early
twenties on a mission to carry the Word of God, to make
converts, especially among Mormon believers. The one
wearing suspenders is Edgar Paul Carson, my grandfather.
A man squats to cook over an open fire; another repairs a wooden wagon wheel. Covered wagons are in the
background. I count three in the album, one with a pipe
sticking up at one end but not the other. I see other
modes of transport: a buggy, two donkeys, each with a
man astride, and mules named Topsy and Fanny.
The ministers slept in tents and were named Caldwell,
Wuelfehan, Mix, Carson, and the Lawrenson boys. The
half-dozen Presbyterians traveled in Utah--Mantua, Ogden Canyon, Brigham City, Garfield, Logan, and Salt
Lake City--passing through the area made famous by the
Transcontinental Railroad and the golden spike.
Box Elder County, Utah, lies on the north end of
the Great Salt Lake and covers a large area north to
the Idaho border. They went as far north as Preston, Idaho. Granddaddy Carson noted on one photo, “Box Elder
– I gave my first sermon here.”
They may have come from Ohio because Granddaddy
lived in the town of Toronto, Ohio. If they did, I believe
they traveled at least 2,000 miles to reach Preston, Idaho.
The wagons crossed barren desert, contrasted by high,
forested mountains. The men encountered Presbyterian
schools, some inside churches or with churches next
door because it was hoped quality education would bring
students’ families to Presbyterian worship. The first
Presbyterian church building in Utah had been dedicated
in the 1800’s. The schools began in 1873. A Presbyterian Church was built in Salt Lake City in 1907, the date
of the pictures. With the advent of public education in
Utah at the end of the century, Presbyterian schools be-

gan to close, and so did some churches.
Despite this history, the six young men had a difficult
assignment because these ministers received little support from the Mormon community. Other preachers had
come and gone.
The most interesting picture I find is labeled, “one of
the poorer class of Mormon polygamous homes, Salt
Lake City about 6&S S&E, a house for 10 families.” I
imagine 6&S S&E identifies location but do not know
how to interpret. I do know that polygamy was one of
the greatest issues separating the young ministers from
those they sought to change. When Granddaddy gave
me this album he called this photograph memorable.
That is all I know about Edgar Paul Carson’s missionary trip to Utah, but a few years later he began a
diary which marked his daily life for the five years of
1912-1917. He was newly out of seminary, not long
wed to Bertha Mohn, and serving his first church in
Hancock, New York.
Studious Edgar met with church committees, ministered to those ill with influenza, and prepared sermons
with which he hoped to inspire his flock. Sick parishioners had ordinary flu, not the kind which would become pandemic in 1918. He heard the rumblings of war
and chants of socialist philosophers, read Greek and
Hebrew, and recorded quotations in old German or
English on each page. With his wife he joyfully set a
course they prayed was in accordance with God’s will
and anticipated the coming of his firstborn.
I know from pictures in the album that Bertha loved
flowers, dressed in long skirts with tidy horizontal
pleats, and wore hats bedecked with blossoms. I see a
ruffle around the circumference of one’s large, flat
brim. In those photographs without a hat, her hair is
piled high on her head. She sports a demure smile and
tiny waist.
On March 14, 1913, Granddaddy’s tiny black script
recorded, “Charles Edgar was born this morning.”
Charles was my father. Was the Reverend overwhelmed with joy that he had a son?
Did he understand the significance of the difficulty
his wife faced?
Six days later, the same small, tight, precisely formed
writing accounted, “Bertha died today.”
Granddaddy Carson was a widower with a baby.
When he gave me the diary, I asked him what caused
her death.
He said, “Things like that happened in those days.”
What was next for the optimistic pioneer who sought
to convert, the same young man who, within a span of a
few years, saw his life spin in a direction neither predicted nor desired? Did he wonder why he and his son
had to face such irreplaceable loss? The family account
is that he and Charles returned to Toronto, Ohio, to the
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home of his parents, who became beloved Papa and Mama to the boy. Papa, banker turned baker and candy maker, sent Granddaddy on “a trip around the world.” In the
photo album are pictures which might have been taken in
China. Information is scant–nothing about where he went
or what he did or for how long. I do know he was a World
War I Army Chaplain in 1918, toward the end of the conflict. Stationed in Alabama, he met and married Lillian
Browder.
At age seven, Charles left Ohio for Georgia, where he
reunited with his civilian father who served a small
church near Atlanta. The Reverend Mr. Carson remained
in Georgia as pastor to a couple of churches in the Atlanta
area. In retirement, he taught Bible classes in the tiny college town of Young Harris in north Georgia, collected
postage stamps, and cherished the rhododendrons growing near his front porch swing.
He was a fine teacher who influenced my life choices
and inspired me to write his story.

Elaine Carson Montague gr ew up in an Air For ce family,
attending high school in three states before settling in Albuquerque, where she taught 31 years. She loved teaching architecture to elementary students. In one
position, she had the title “M&M,”
which meant methods and materials.
Elaine was a resource to teachers of
special needs students, K-12. V ictory
from the Shadows—Firsthand Account of Life in a School for the Blind
and Beyond will be published in 2018.
It tells the story of Gary, her husband
and co-author, and raises awareness
about the challenges of being a person
with low vision.

Elaine’s Granddaddy U.S. Army Chaplain Edgar
Paul Carson and his wife Lillian, taken in 1918.

Save the date:!
November 5th,
5:30 pm - 7:00 pm
National Parks Arts Foundation and
SouthWest Writers are co-sponsoring
an event at the North Domingo Baca
Multigenerational Center. Artists-in
Residence at National Parks and SWW
members will be reading. Please plan
to join us for this free event!

SouthWest Writers Meetings
Visitor/Guest Policy
SWW encourages new people to come and look over our award winning writers’
association. However, since it is our membership dues that pay for the outstanding speakers, we
request that visitors or guests limit their attendance to no more than three meetings, after which we
hope they will choose to join the organization.
Visitors are requested to sign in with name, email and/or phone number and wear a name tag.
They will be invited to stand, introduce themselves and tell what kind of writing they do so that other writers in that genre can network with them during breaks in the meeting.
The “Successes and Announcements” made at our meetings are limited to SWW members.
As always, we encourage visitors to join SWW – a bargain at only $80 per year.
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American Nomads
An Autobiographical Poem By Lynn Andrepont
I was born to midcentury nomads

A native offspring of La Louisiane

Who began on dust-gravel roads

Beaucoup, my Cajun cousins there

Wide-eyed from state to state (or bust)

Steeped in spicy gumbo and roux

They crossed the blacktopped plains

And though I now live miles away

Deep southern roots newly severed

My breath mingles with gulf breezes

By their western wanderlust

My blood flows in the bayou

Cruising fast through middle America

I dream of azaleas and magnolias

Chasing ideals, elusive dreams

And the fine grey moss that trickles

The new age of the mobile man

Down spreading limbs of great black oaks

Wheels spinning, odometer turning

Lands tamed by French Canadians

In a gas-burning, rocket-like

Explorers, trappers, and exiles

Two-toned old rambling sedan

And other such dreamer folks

Turnpikes and highway miles left behind

Those early 1750s drifters

New paths yet on the horizon

From the 1950s as well

Until broken, the country’s heart

Whose accordions play long

The day a president was shot

Their fiddles pull our heartstrings home

The dreams of a country shattered

We are Acadiana nomads

And mom and dad, too, torn apart

Knowing where we most belong

I landed then on the bogs and swamps
Back-country farms, cotton-studded
Fields my kin worked ages before
Where my grandparents (and theirs…
…and theirs and theirs and theirs also)
Toiled two-hundred years or more
Though I’m lone-star born and backseat weened through
Deserts over Route 66
To western seas then northern shoal
I reclaimed my misplaced birthright
A lost legacy left to me
To sooth my road-weary soul

Lynn Andrepont now lives in Albuquerque, but still calls Louisiana “home.” She holds a Master’s Degree in English from
the University of Southwestern Louisiana (now the University
of Louisiana at Lafayette) and has enjoyed a long and successful career as a teacher, marketer, communicator, writer,
and editor. Her jury-selected poem “Raven” was featured in
the Albuquerque Open Space annual haiku competition, and
she’s written award-winning business publications and articles and several one-act plays—one of which was performed
at the Quaigh Theater in New York City. She hopes her finished first novel, Escape from Moon Village, finds its way into
publication soon. It’s about a flourishing community that mysteriously disappeared 3,000 years ago at the archeological
site today known as Poverty Point in northern Louisiana.
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Saturday, December 1
Meeting and Workshop

Betty Moffett
Writing Down Your
Family Stories
Followed by a
workshop on

Spinning Family
Stories Into Gold
Who Loves Books!
In this day of e-books and social media you may
want to promote printed publications but not know
where or how to do so. The reality is many people
simply love the feeling of holding them and flipping
through the pages. No doubt you know which family members and friends like books, but here are
some other options:
Older persons in general love books, especially
those who are not computer savvy. Look beyond
your family for people who would appreciate having
access to good reading materials. Is there a teacher
from your past who would love to hear from you and
get a good book as a gift? Is there a local senior living center with a library that accepts donations?
The youngest of us also NEED books to steer them
toward a love of literature. Children’s books are
where it all begins so consider giving some to nieces, nephews, grandkids, and neighbor kids—or donate them to local schools!
Local libraries accept books. However they frequently use the books to raise money by selling
them. If you want yours to stay in their system for
awhile call and ask the central librarian how many
they require—usually about three copies.
Keep in mind that any books donated to a non-profit
facility are tax deductible .
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Writing Down Your
Family Stories
A writer in the Southern tradition of trading horses and
family stories, Betty Moffett confesses to a childhood
“love affair with Black Beauty” and what “growing up”
meant to four generations. It’s all about “neighbors,
horses, prejudice, sweethearts, students; about moving,
marriage, grandchildren, and dogs.” Her heartfelt and
haunting Coming Clean: Stories (Ice Cube Press), is a
perfect lesson on how to preserve and hand down your
family stories. Many of the author’s previously published stories are represented in this collection, but she
has plenty more to share.

Spinning Family Stories into Gold
Family stories are goldmines of publishable creative nonfiction! Betty Moffett and editor Pamela Yenser will offer a
workshop on “Spinning Your Stories into Submittable
Gold.” The stories you have heard or told about your own
family or about growing up—especially your “coming of
age” stories—can be shaped into creative nonfiction and
published online or in print

Betty Moffett was born, reared, educated, and married
in North Carolina. After four years of teaching high
school English and two dramatic years working with the
Asolo Theatre in Florida, she, her husband Sandy, and
their young son Ruben moved to Grinnell Iowa, where
they planned to stay a year and then return to the sweet
sunny South. But they liked the old farm house they
fixed up, riding horses in the prairie, teaching at Grinnell
College, and playing with the Too Many String Band.
Almost five decades later, they’re still in Grinnell and
glad of it. Betty taught for nearly thirty years in the college’s Writing Lab Her stories have appeared in various
magazines and journals..

What an Arrival in Hong Kong!
I shall always remember my first
glimpse of Hong Kong after being booted off
a ship in the harbor in the dark. It all started
after my husband Chuck wrote in early January 1973, that the Vietnam war was winding
down. He was to be reassigned. I was sightseeing in Japan with our children, Sue, age 4,
and Jeff, age 1.
Our plan was for me to fly from Osaka to
Bangkok with the kids. We would live there
for a year while Chuck was in Vietnam. Why
rush home because of his impending reassignment? Our belongings were stored in
California.
So I booked passage on the Oriental Jade
cargo liner to get from Kobe, Japan to Hong
Kong on January 27, and I reserved a room at
the Hong Kong YMCA so we would have a
place to stay after we left the ship. From
Hong Kong, we could fly to the states to join
Chuck.
When the Oriental Jade pulled into Taiwan’s Keelung Harbor at the start of the Chinese New Year, the ship’s captain announced
that we would be detained there for a week
because the weather was too damp to unload
cotton. Rumor had it that it was an excuse to
give the crew time off to be with their families for Chinese New Year celebrations.
Strings of small red fireworks kept exploding
on the dock. The ship had a Chinese New Year
altar with a Buddha, incense, candles and little containers of watermelon seeds.
We took a bus inland to Taipei to see the
National Museum and we watched a big Chinese New Year’s parade with dragons and
fireworks. Merchants gave Sue and Jeff lucky
money in small red envelopes with gold decorations, a Chinese tradition during the Chinese New Year’s festivities.
Next, our ship dropped anchor at Taiwan’s southern port of Kaohsiung. A few
roundtrip passengers decided not to go
ashore. By then, they didn’t care about the
sights. They worried about the ship being be-

By Carol Kreis

hind schedule because they had obligations
back home in the United States. Some were
eager to stay in comfortable hotels in Hong
Kong while the Oriental Jade would be in dry
dock. Afterward, they would return to San
Francisco on the ship. I liked having the delay. It meant more more sightseeing time
and extra days with free room and board.
The day before we arrived in Hong Kong,
the purser announced that the ship’s communications officer had contacted hotels in
Hong Kong. Passengers’ reservations would
be honored even though the ship would be a
few days late. The Oriental Jade would arrive
in Hong Kong the next evening sometime after dinner.
All roundtrip passengers would be allowed to stay on board overnight. They would
be escorted to the wharf in small boats the
following morning after breakfast. Anyone
ending the trip in Hong Kong would leave the
ship after dinner when a boat arrived to take
them to the wharf. The purser added, “Watch
out for pickpockets. Guard your purses and
wallets in Hong Kong.”
Afterward, I asked the purser, “Did you
contact the YMCA where I had a reservation?”
“Oh, no, Miss, we could only reach the
hotels.”
“But I have a phone number for the Y.”
“All the hotels were contacted.”
“Can I stay on board until the next
morning? I don’t want to arrive in an unfamiliar city after dark with my young children. I don’t even know if the Y will have a
room for us still when we get there.” I worried about pickpockets lurking in the shadows.
“So sorry. A boat will take you and others to shore in the evening.”
Our slim waiter, Len, was the youngest
on the staff. He smiled at Sue and Jeff and
brought them good-sized helpings of strawberry ice cream for dessert every night, but
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he never said much to me. I told him how
unfair I thought it was that we would have to
leave the night we arrived in Hong Kong
while those on the roundtrip voyage could
stay on board overnight. He just nodded. I
asked him if he knew the cost of a taxi in
Hong Kong, and if the drivers accepted
American money. Len didn’t seem to know.
He was from a village in Taiwan.
After dinner on the evening we were
leaving the ship, Sue, Jeff and I stayed in our
cabin until there was a knock on our door.
The purser’s assistant said that the boat had
arrived for those leaving the ship.
I put on my fake fur-lined, beige cotton
coat. Sue wore her red jacket and Jeff was in
his one-piece fleece sleeper. I placed him and
a baby blanket in the baby carrier which I
hoisted onto my back. Our clothes and Raggedy Ann adventure stories were crammed
into our small suitcase and a big carpet bag.
I slung the bag and my purse over my
shoulder. The purse contained our passports
and some American money. I stepped into the
hallway with our suitcase in one hand and in
the other, I held a collapsible, small playpen/
bed for Jeff. A crew member carried the playpen and suitcase to the boat for me.
As we started up the stairs, Len appeared. He handed me a folded-up piece of
paper. He said it had his address on the inside. Strange.
I had barely spoken with him during the
weeks we were on the ship. When we got to
the open deck, the soft breeze felt good. The

Want to Write a Memoir?
SWW hosts a memoir writing group which meets at the
North Domingo Baca multigenerational center on Carmel (just north of Paseo del Norte and West of Wyoming) on Wednesday evenings from 6:30 to 8:00 pm.
This is a SWW program and it is free of charge to anyone who wants to attend. For more information contact
Gabriella Savarese

savaresegabriella@gmail.com
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brightly lit Hong Kong skyline was spectacular. Stars sparkled in the dark sky. A few
junks rested in the harbor.
As our motorboat headed toward the city,
I unfolded Len’s paper. Inside a blank sheet
he had tucked Hong Kong dollars, enough to
pay the taxi driver for the trip from the
wharf to the Y. Such a comforting surprise!
I sensed that we were going to love Hong
Kong.
*****

Carol Kreis loves to travel. She spent a
year gallivanting through the Orient with
her young children in the early 1970s.
For many years, she and her family hit
the road whenever she took breaks from
teaching, writing and researching work. Carol is writing a book with advice for seniors about traveling
around the world, based on the trip she took with her
husband for five months, September 2015 to February
2016.

Reasons to Buy Books as Gifts


As a writer you are supporting other
writers!



They are easy to gift wrap and package.



Media Mail is cheap.



You can read them even when your cell
phone battery is dead.



You don’t need wifi signal to read.



They are nonperishable



Every time someone sees it on their
bookshelf they will think of you.

Buy them through the SWW link on the
right side of the website homepage and the
purchase will generate a donation to SouthWest Writers. Otherwise, if possible buy
them at a local bookstore!

SouthWest Sage Anthology
More than 65 members of SouthWest
Writers contributed their talents to the
2018 SouthWest Sage Anthology. Contained
herein are the best stories, articles and
poems published in the SouthWest Sage
Newsletter from 2016, 2017, and 2018.
The Anthology is available on Amazon for
$10.99 plus shipping. But SWW is placing
a limited order in advance for the membership. SouthWest Writer members can
get their own copies for $10 at the SWW
meetings or at the main office and do not
have to pay shipping!
Revenue from the sale of the Sage Anthology will be used to pay for organizational
programs such as high quality speakers
and presenters at the meetings, classes
and workshops.

The Sage Anthology contains:
Monthly Writing Challenges
To reserve your copy (s) of the Sage
Anthology at the special price of $10 send
a message with the number of copies
you would like to swwsage@swcp.com.
Members must pick up their copies at
either a meeting or at the SWW office
and will be available beginning November 20th at the SWW Tuesday meeting.
Payment can be made upon pickup.
Cash or check is preferred but you can
use credit cards.
Out of town members who want their
copies shipped should contact Rose at
swwsage@swcp.com about shipping
costs.

Poetry
Travel Articles
Science Fiction/Fantasy
Memoirs
Romance
Mystery
Desert Stories
Writers Unbound
Sage Advice
If you want a good read for yourself and
a great holiday gift for friends, why not
purchase copies of the Sage Anthology?
Just $10 each at SWW meetings.
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STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS

Steve Brewer and Family Open
Bookshop in Nob Hill
Long-time SWW member Steve Brewer makes
the leap into retail with the November 10th opening of Albuquerque’s newest bookshop.
Organic Books, which sells used books of all
kinds and new books by local authors, is at 111
Carlisle SE, in the historic Nob Hill Business Center.
The shop is the brainchild of Brewer’s wife,
Kelly, and it employs the couple’s two sons, Max
and Seth.
“We’re truly a family business,” Steve said.
“Kelly and I have other jobs, but we’ll be at Organic Books at least part of every day.”
Over the last few months, the Brewers have collected more than 10,000 used books from library
sales, estate sales and donations.
“I’ve been amazed by how many people have
simply given us books,” Steve said. “We offer
trade for store credit, but these contributors just
want Organic Books to be a success. It’s been
years since Nob Hill had a bookstore.”
New books by local authors are featured on an
antique table in the center of the store. The shop
pays authors 60 percent of the cover price for
books they can use – usually two or three of each
title. Rather than a consignment arrangement,
authors are paid on the spot.
“As the author of 31 books, I hate keeping track
of consignment sales,” Steve said. “This way’s
simpler.”
The Brewers plan author appearances and other
events at Organic Books in the coming months.
For more, see their website at
www.organicbooks.net.
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SouthWest Writers is offering one-year scholarship memberships in our organization to high
school and full time college students. To be eligible, an applicant must be enrolled in high school
or college. If you know someone with the interest
and desire to pursue a writing career or if you
wish to apply yourself, contact the SWW office
at swwriters@juno.com.

SouthWest Sage Advertising Rates
The Sage has Worldwide Internet Circulation
The SWW website receives thousands of page
requests every month.
Business card size: $20
1/4 page, vertical: $40
1/3 page, horizontal: $50
1/2 page horizontal $75
15% discount for 3 mos.
20% discount for 6 mos.
Deadline: 15th of each month for the following
month.
Payment due with camera-ready ad copy in .jpg format.

Perfect Your Plot
By Kirt Hickman
Some writers determine at least the skeleton of their plot before they write their first
draft. Others begin with a character, a goal,
and an obstacle and then let the plot develop
from these as they write. Whichever way
your plot evolves, at some point you'll have
to answer this question: Is it any good? To
find out, look for the following elements.
Three-Act Structure:
One way or another, every story must have
a beginning, a middle, and an end. You must
introduce one or more characters and the
circumstances surrounding the action. You
must have conflict. And you must resolve the
conflict. Together, these make up the threeact structure:

ACT I

=

Beginning

=

Setup

ACT II
ACT III

=
=

Middle
End

=
=

Conflict
Resolution

Always begin with a character, preferably a
character the reader cares about. Give your
character a goal. Make the goal personal and
the stakes high. The higher the stakes, the
stronger the plot.

Place a difficult obstacle between your hero
and his goal. Someone or something must
stand in your hero's way. This provides the
source of conflict.
Finally, whether the hero achieves his goal
or not, resolve the conflict in a decisive and
satisfying manner. And—this is important—
your hero must take the action most responsible for resolving the central conflict. In
other words: Don't let some other character
solve your hero's problem for him.

Cause and Effect:
Never lose the ever-important thread of
cause and effect. Every event in your story
must be the direct result of a character's actions (which must be driven by the character's motivations and objectives) or an earlier
event.
Any event that doesn't stem from one of
these causes constitutes author manipulation,
which your reader will recognize. At best, the
reader won't believe your story. At worst, he'll
resent and distrust you for it. Either way, he
won't read your book.
Life Change:
Your hero must go through a permanent, lifealtering change during the story. If he
doesn't, the stakes are either not high enough
or not personal enough.
Mythic Structure:
How should you set up the conflict and how
should it play out? The answer lies in the
mythic structure. Joseph Campbell introduced
the mythic structure in The Hero with a Thousand Faces. Christopher Vogler presents the
same structure in The Writer's Journey—Mythic
Structure for Storytellers. James Scott Bell mentions it in Plot & Structure. Each presents it differently, but it's all the same structure.
Why are so many authors teaching mythic
structure? Simple. It works. Ever since storytelling became an art form, the stories that
have endured, generation after generation,
have exhibited this structure.
Ordinary life: Your story should pull the hero
away from his ordinary life. Before it does,
however, you must show the reader what that
life is like. This will help the reader understand the impact the crisis will have on that
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life and on the hero. Show the reader what
kind of person your hero is. Give her a moment to connect with him in a setting she can
understand and relate to. Give her a reason to
care about your hero.

before allowing him to triumph. Make it
seem as though he must lose, as though
there's no way out.

Story starting point: Something happens to
change the course of your hero's life. It may
be something subtle or something catastrophic. Either way, it signals to the hero,
and to the reader, that this is no ordinary day.
The story's starting point should occur as early in the book as possible.

The hero overcomes the final challenge in a
second life-or-death struggle. It looks once
more as though the villain must win.

Heeding the call: Your hero makes a decision
or a decision is made for him. Either way, he
leaves his ordinary life to embark upon whatever challenge the plot presents to him. After
all, what kind of hero would he be if he didn't? Nevertheless, he should hesitate to jump
in. If the decision to take the challenge is easy
for him, the challenge isn't daunting enough.
Allies and enemies: The hero leaves his normal life and enters unfamiliar territory. He
discovers who his allies and enemies are and
begins to learn the rules of his new world,
new relationship, new case—whatever his
new situation may be.
Dark moment:
Here, your hero faces his biggest challenge,
his most difficult battle. Test him to his limits

Climax:

Permanence of the character’s change: Just
as your story must have a life-altering turning point for the hero, you must show that
his change is permanent.
If your plot doesn’t include all these elements. Ask yourself “What if…” questions to
spur ideas for incorporating any missing elements.
*****
Kirt Hickman was a technical
writer for fourteen years before
branching into fiction. His methodical approach to self-editing
has helped many make sense of
the mass of advice available to
the novice writer. He has contributed a monthly column titled “Revising Fiction” to the SouthWest Sage. He has also written Mercury Sun, two children’s books, and the
award-winning writers’ guide, Revising Fiction:
Making Sense of the Madness.

SouthWest Writers Critique Service
An experienced critiquer, picked from a panel of professional writers and editors, will be matched with your
genre and will critique your manuscript for a reasonable price below the usual market rate.
The SWW Critique Service accepts all genres, including:

 Query letters
 Synopses
 Articles
 Essays
 Nonfiction books
 Book proposals
 Short Stories

 Mainstream/literary fiction
 Genre fiction
 Children’s
 Middle-grade
 Young Adult
 Screenplays/stageplays
 Poetry

Cost
$15 - Poetry of no more than 3 pages
$15 - Query letter of no more than 3 pages
$25 - Synopsis of up to 3 pages
- additional pages are $3.50/page
$35 - Minimum charge for up to 10 double-spaced
manuscript pages
- additional pages are $3.50/page

SWW critiquers follow genre-specific guidelines. But feel free to include specific questions you want answered and
any points you want the critique to focus on (such as point of view, plot structure, etc.). Go to SouthWestWriters.com
for guidelines and information on submitting your manuscript to our critique service.
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Joint Writing Conference September 2019
SouthWest Writers (SWW) and the Military Writers Society of America (MWSA) will co-host a joint writing conference at the Hotel Albuquerque from Thursday, September 12 through Sunday, September 15,
2019. Program details are still being developed but the concept will be to share the strengths of both organizations in a series of classes and workshops designed to help writers learn from specialists they would not
normally encounter.
MWSA is a nation-wide association of some 279 authors, poets, and artists, drawn together by the common
bond of military service. Most of its members are active duty military, retirees, or military veterans. A few
are lifelong civilians who have chosen to honor our military through their writings or their art. Others have
only a tangential relationship to the military. MWSA’s only core principle is a love of the men and women
who defend this nation, and a deeply personal understanding of their sacrifice and dedication. You do not
need to have ever served in the armed forces to be a member of MWSA.
SWW embodies a wealth of members who will bring expertise to the conference in many genres. Among
them: memoir, southwest setting, mystery/thriller, poetry, short story, romance, sci-fi, westerns, non-fiction,
fantasy, action, history, humor, etc SWW is devoted to helping both published and unpublished writers improve their craft and further their careers. SWW serves its members and all writers of all skill levels in every
fiction and nonfiction genre.
We have been privileged in the past to have the MWSA director of education, Jack Woodville London,
speak and teach classes at SWW. Similarly, members of SWW have spoken and taught classes at MWSA
conferences. Jack London and Joe Badal are members of both organizations and have volunteered their services to develop a program that is sure to be of interest to all. In addition, MWSA will take the lead on
teaching a free day-long writing class at the Raymond G. Murphy VA Medical Center on Thursday,
September 12, 2019.
MWSA holds an annual published book contest which will kick off early in 2019. This year, nine SWW
members are finalists and will be awarded medals. Next year’s joint conference will also include an awards
ceremony where MWSA recognizes highly talented authors who have published a book. SWW or any other
writers interested in participating in the annual MWSA contest can do so by applying at http://
www.mwsadispatches.com/ after the first of the year.
Anyone with specific recommendations for the program are welcome to contact the Conference Coordinator,
Jim Tritten, at jimtritten@comcast.net. SWW will be the home team host to perhaps some 40-50 out-of-town
authors from all parts of the United States. Most of them will have never been to Albuquerque and will need
some-hand holding on the amount of green chile to put on their food. Of course, Jim welcomes hearing from
anyone interested in helping at any level.
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Dear Chaucer,
I submitted my query letter on pink paper with
roses around the edges, and included a box of chocolates. I’ve now heard that I shouldn’t have done
that. Why not?
Signed,
Cutesy Author
***
Dear Cutesy,
Editors and agents get many queries every day.
They are looking for promising work by professional
writers, not something cute. A box of chocolates may
be consumed, but it won’t buy your way in the door.
Even if you started writing on a whim, once you
begin submitting it for publication, you must be professional. Many authors feel a close personal connection to their writing, but the publishing world is
about making money. Your work is a commodity.
This isn’t necessarily a bad thing; you want to make
money from your writing, too, I’m sure.
What should you do to be considered a professional writer? Try the following:
Always do your homework. Research editors and
agents before you submit to them. (They all have
web pages with submission requirements.) Submit only what they request, in the format defined.
And be sure to include the editor’s or agent’s
name in your business-like query letter.
Always present your very best work. Never submit a
rough draft and assume someone else will fix it
for you. Editors and agents will not slog through
bad writing; they don’t have time.
Understand that rejection is part of the industry. If
rejected, thank the editor or agent for her time, if
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you get a chance to do so, and move on. Rejection doesn’t mean your work is bad. Getting work published contains a large element
of luck (being in the right place at the right
time).
Never speak ill of other writers or industry professionals. It’s a small community.
When pitching at conferences, be respectful of the
editor’s or agent’s time, as well as the authors
following you.
Shake hands. If you’re not comfortable doing
this, practice. There’s nothing worse than a
dead-fish handshake.
Remember, it is professional behavior that
will get your foot in the publishing door. Good
luck!
Signed,
Chaucer

Do you have questions about writing or about
SWW you’d like to ask Chaucer? Send them to
swwsage@swcp.com with the subject line: ASK
CHAUCER before the 20th of the month for the
next month’s Sage.

Help Support
SouthWest Writers
SWW receives a commission on
books ordered via the SWW website’s
link to Amazon. Home page in the right side column.

NEW MEETING LOCATION!!!
November 3rd SWW Meeting
10am to Noon
The Albuquerque Center for Spiritual Living (ACSL) is located on Louisiana two blocks north of Menaul at
Claremont.
The Labyrinth Room (pictured left) can easily seat up to 200.
Adjacent to this area are large restrooms and a kitchenette.
If you look at the satellite picture below you can see ACSL
has two buildings. The smaller one on the left contains the
large Labyrinth Room.
The Handicapped parking area is on the southside next to a
ramp into the large building. The main entrance to both
buildings is between the two with covered walkways leading
in from the parking lots.

Street View from Louisiana
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shrinking houses
By Beverly Ann Allen

again moving away
into different corners of the world
I run after sweet recollections
inside my head
and pray for safe sanctuary,
that I won’t let them
go away again
shrinking houses,
after all these years
-going back
going home
knowing that pieces of my life
are forever held inside
four walls
creaking
breaking
down
around somebody else's floors
and windows,
babies,
and days home sick
with Mom hovering above the bed
-wet washcloth soothing,
aspirin crushed in strawberry jelly
on a spoon

I taught myself
to tie my shoes,
jumped on the bed
and blamed it on Robynfossilized handprints in clay
jumped off the roof of
that old place
Marvelous institution
Museum
Monument
Landmark
-rusted plumbing
overgrown lawn
embodiment of birth
and youth
Take me back
into gray space
where a
very young couple
struggled to construct
a home
a haven

now
nothing more than
an out-of-the-way dwelling
with torn-down-treehouses
in backyards
where
children once
peered
up into
cloudless

skies

Critique Group—Santa Fe
We are looking for new members for our children's and YA critique group. We are a group of
serious writers, both published and unpublished
and are located in Santa Fe. I taught in the MFA
program in writing for Children and Young
Adults at Vermont College of Fine Arts. Contact:
Mark Karlins at karlinsmark@gmail.com
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Are You Taking Full Advantage of your
SWW Membership?

SWW Website Notes
Some of the benefits of being an SWW
member include the ability to have your own
author page on the site, announcements
about your awards and achievements, a book
cover photo on the front page carousel and
a link to your webpage.
Over the next month or so the webmasters
will be updating the SouthWest Writers
website, we will be removing any information linked to authors who have not renewed their membership. Since we are basing this process on the membership rolls at
the office, there is always the possibility of
errors occurring.
We will make an attempt to contact those
who seem to be out of compliance. If you
find that your information has been removed in error please contact Rose at swwsage@swcp.com

Place Your Ad Here
Advertise your writing-related
products and services.

Business Card Size only $20.00
1/4 page, vertical: $40 - 1/3 page, horizontal: $50
15% discount for 3 months/20% discount for 6 months

Annual Membership in
SouthWest Writers
Individual: $80 as of Jan 1, 2018
Student: $25
Requires proof of student status
Outside U.S.: $75,
Lifetime Membership: $750

SWW sponsors four types of ongoing educational experiences:
1. All meetings feature SPEAKERS who offer, free of charge to our members new
insights into the art of writing.
2. WORKSHOPS are one-time events which
take place after the Saturday meetings.
These offer more extensive presentations
and/or hands on experiences.
3. CLASSES take place at the SWW office
and offer in-depth information useful to
authors who are serious about getting
published.
4. CONFERENCES are held twice a year and
bring in big name writers, artists,
screenwriters, and sometimes publishers
or agents.

New Book Table Policy
At each of our meetings, a table is provided
where members may display their books
for purchase. Melody Groves and Gayle
Laurandunn have volunteered to sit at the
table and accept payment for books sold.
Following the meetings, when authors go
to the table to retrieve their unsold books,
They will receive cash payments for all of
their books that were sold. Cash or check
only. No credit cards unless you can take
them yourself. If you would like to be a
book table volunteer, please talk to Melody
Groves.

2 hour Workshop Prices:
Saturdays after the meetings
$20 SWW Members
$25 Osher Members w/Card
$30 Non-Members
Claremont Avenue
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SouthWest Writers
Monthly Meetings

are held at
The Albuquerque Center for Spiritual Living
2801 Louisiana Blvd NE

Albuquerque, NM 87110

2018 SouthWest Writers Board of Directors
President Sarah H. Baker,
Vice President Rob Spiegel,
Treasurer Kent Langsteiner
Secretary Kimberly Rose
Sage Editor Rose Marie Kern
Facility Coordinator Sam Moorman

Member meetings are held on the 1st Saturday of
the month from 10am to noon, and on the 3rd Tuesday of the month from 7 to 9pm. There are nearly
350 members, all of whom are encouraged to come
together in celebration of the art of writing. At each
meeting, many members announce their recent successes and have an opportunity to network with
other writers. Most meetings feature prominent
speakers who bring their expertise in the arts of
writing, publication, editing, and many other topics
of interest to those in the profession.
Frequently after the Saturday meeting, an additional workshop session is held to provide members
with training in a variety of areas.
For more information, call the SWW office at
505-830-6034.
To register for classes and workshops: sign up at
SWW meetings or register online at
www.southwestwriters.com

Publicity Su-Ellen Lierz
Donald DeNoon
Dollie Williams
Jim Tritten
Joanne Bodin
Office Manager, Larry Greenly
Contact board members through the
SWW Office email at swwriters@juno.com

SWW Office:
3200 Carlisle Blvd NE, Suite 114
Albuquerque, NM 87110
phone: (505) 830-6034
e-mail: SWWriters@juno.com
website: www.southwestwriters.com
Articles and stories are copyrighted by the author,
sending them to the Sage implies the Sage has permission to print. Facts, views and opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the viewpoints or opinions of the
SouthWest Writers organization. SWW does not
necessarily endorse the advertisers.

Do You Have a Published Book?
The SouthWest Writers Website scrolls member book covers across the Homepage. If
you’d like us to add yours to the group, feel free to send it to swwsage@swcp.com. No
more than one book cover per author. Can be updated as your next book comes out.
Send a small picture file .jpg no more than 140dpi. The book covers will be a bit larger
than icon sized. Webmaster reserves the right to edit to fit.
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